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Welcome
It is my pleasure to welcome you to Astrea Sixth Form St Neots, where I am confident
that you will take full advantage of the challenges that await you. Successful Post
16 study demands an independent, diligent and resilient approach so the help and
advice in this handbook should be seen as an invaluable reference guide throughout
your time with us. If you are unsure about anything in this handbook, or have a
question about anything not found here, then please speak to your tutor in the first
instance.
Best wishes
Mark Taylor
Director of Astrea Sixth Form St Neots
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Section 1:
General Information
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WHO IS WHO IN THE KEY STAGE 5 TEAM
Mr M Taylor

Director of Astrea Sixth Form: St Neots
Office S4.7

Dr D Cullen

Mr T Walker

Head of Year 13

Office S3.7

Head of Year 12

Office S4.6

Mr M Simpson Access Programme Co-ordinator

Office

D11

Mrs J Emanuel Student Inclusion and Wellbeing Officer Office S3.5

Mrs E Walton KS5 Student Support and Admin Officer Office S3.4
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TERM DATES
Autumn Term 2019
Wednesday 4 September to Wednesday 18 December 2019
Wednesday 4 September 2019 - Staff Training Day. No Students in school.
Thursday 5 September 2019

- Staff Training Day. No Students in school.

Friday 6 September 2019

- Year 12 sign-up
- Years 12 & 13 students timetable resolutions

Monday 9 September 2019

- Year 12 & Year 13 Lessons begin

Half term: Monday 19 October to Friday 27 October 2019
There will be a further staff training day during the autumn term, date to be
confirmed.
Spring Term 2020
Monday 6 January to Wednesday 1 April 2020
Monday 6 January 2020

- All students in school.

Half term: Monday 17 February to Friday 21 February 2020
Summer Term 2020
Monday 20 April to Friday 17 July 2020
May Day: Monday 4 May 2020
Half term: Monday 25 May to Friday 29 May 2020
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Map of Academy site
Astrea Longsands Academy and
Astrea Sixth Form St Neots
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Astrea Sixth
Form: St
Neots

Sixth Form fire alarm
muster point

SIXTH FORM TUTOR GROUPS 2019 - 2020
12MPS

Mr M Simpson - A2A

D31

12JSH
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D10

12JSS

Mrs J Swainston

H1

12GES
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13AHH

Miss A Huggins
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13CLS

Mrs C Staplehurst/ Miss S Sharratt

F2

- Sport L2
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Q: Where can I find information about Astrea Sixth Form St Neots online?
A: We have our own website which can be found at astreasixthformstneots.org and
there is also a link to the website on the Longsands Academy websites. You can also
contact us by email at info@astreasixthformstneots.org.
Q: As I will be studying three or four subjects what happens when I don’t have
a lesson?
It is really important not to get into the mindset that these are ‘free periods’. Instead
you need to think about independent study lessons. You will need to spend a
minimum of four hours per week, for each of your subjects, studying outside lessons
so developing effective study habits will be essential. An important part of the
‘Stepping Up to the Sixth Programme’ at the beginning of Year 12 will be advising
you about how to work independently and to manage your time effectively to
achieve success. We will also explain, in more detail, our expectations about
attendance and the use of our Vericool system to sign out during the school day.
Q: What is the procedure for absence in the Sixth Form?
A: A parent/carer needs to contact us either by phone on 01480 223373 or via
our email address info@astreasixthformstneots.org on the day of absence.
If you know that you are going to be absent in advance, for example because you
have a dentist appointment or you are going to a University Open Day, you need
to complete, in advance, a St Neots Sixth Form Request for Absence form (available
from Admin or the Sixth Form Centre).
Q: Can I wear what I want in the Sixth Form?
A: We are reviewing our dress code at the moment, but, in the meantime, our current
dress code expectations can be found in the student handbook on our web-site. You
will also be given an identity lanyard and, just like members of Staff, you will be
expected to wear it at all times, as it identifies you as an official member of the
10

Astrea Sixth Form St. Neots. This is an important part of the Safeguarding policy to
ensure the safety of all staff and students on site.
Q: Do I need to buy my own text books? What trips will there be for my courses?
Most subjects recommend that you purchase your own texts and textbooks so that
you can annotate them to help your examination preparation. Also, many
departments organise trips, some are essential for the course and some are optional.
Included in the student handbook is a ‘text book and trips’ cost sheet. You will be
advised at the beginning of the course which texts you need to purchase so there is
no need to go out and buy anything now.
Financial support is available, such as the 16-19 Bursary, for students whose
household income is £20,817 or below as well as those students who have been
entitled to Free School Meals. More details about the Bursary are available from
Mrs Emanuel.
Q: What is Astrea Sixth Form St Neots’ advice about part-time work?
A: A part-time job can be a fantastic opportunity to learn new skills and experience
a working environment but it can have an impact on your studies. Research suggests
that working more than 8 -10 hours per week can impact your A level and BTEC
grades. Part-time work cannot be undertaken during the academic working day.
When you join Astrea Sixth Form St Neots in September, we will give you more
advice and guidance about this topic.
Q: Can I use my mobile phone in the sixth form?
A: From Monday 3rd June, the whole Academy has been a mobile free site. All
students, including sixth formers, must not use mobile devices in the main school
building at any time. With so many people moving through the corridors, using stairs
or waiting outside classrooms, it’s important that everyone is concentrating on where
they are going and not distracted by mobile/electronic devices (this includes the
use of headphones) You run the risk of confiscation if you don’t follow this guidance.
11

Within the Sixth Form Centre, however, mobile phones/electronic devices may be
used appropriately. Several students listen to music with headphones while they
work and this is fine. However, other students actually find that their phones a
distraction as they are continually communicating with others or checking for status
updates. You will need to consider whether your use of mobile devices supports
your learning.
Q: If I pass my test, can I bring my car onto site?
A: Yes, but you will need to apply for a Driver’s Permit. The application form is
included in the student handbook and we recommend that your complete the ‘Driver
IQ’ programme. When you have submitted your application form to Mrs Walton,
you will be given a permit that needs to be displayed in your car whilst you are on
site. You will be expected to follow the safety expectations on site, otherwise your
permit will be withdrawn. Driving lessons must not be booked during lesson times.
Q: Do the Sixth Form have access to lockers?
A: Yes. We have lockers in the Sixth Form Centre and in D block. To use a locker,
we ask for a £5.00 deposit which will be refunded when you return the key. See
Mrs Emanuel for more information.
Q: What if I travel by bus?
A: If you would like to continue to use the school bus while in the Sixth Form, you
will
be
required
to
apply
for
a
bus
pass
online
at
www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/education/transport. More information can also be
found on this webpage.

If you have any further questions, please speak to one of the Key Stage 5 team or
email us at info@astreasixthformstneots.org
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STUDENTS NEW TO THE ASTREA SIXTH FORM ST NEOTS
The Key Stage 5 team will offer all students new to Astrea Sixth Form St Neots the
support needed to make a smooth transition into Year 12. Students will be
integrated into a tutor group and will be mentored by their form tutor. In addition,
each new student will have a meeting with Mrs Emanuel, the Key Stage 5 Inclusion
and Wellbeing Officer, to review and discuss their transition to the Sixth Form.
In order for you to access your email account and to use the computer network, it is
essential that you return your admissions form as soon as possible, preferably on
the first day of term.
Students are required to have their photo taken for their lanyard and to have their
finger scanned for the Biometric system. This will ensure that students have access
to email, the cashless catering system and be able to register on the Vericool
attendance system. The small café in the Sixth Form Centre also accepts cash and
debit cards.
The routine of the school day is as follows:
8.45am

Registration with your form tutor

9.05am

Lesson 1

10.05am Lesson 2
11.05am Break
11.30am Lesson 3
12.30pm Lesson 4
1.30pm

Lunch

2.10pm

Lesson 5

3.10pm

End of school and the start of subject support sessions

3.15pm- 4.15pm

Period 6 sessions in the Sixth Form block
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GUIDELINES FOR USE OF SIXTH FORM CENTRE ZONES
ZONE 1 – GROUND FLOOR This is a social space for use throughout the day. It is
INCLUDING CAFE
intended to be an internet café style space. The café is
open from 9.30am -2.00pm most term days. If you use this
space please put your rubbish in the bins and return
furniture to the correct location on leaving.
ZONE 2 – FIRST FLOOR
STUDY AND SOCIAL SPACE

This large study space is for quiet collaborative working
to enable students to work in small groups. At break and
lunchtime this is a social space. Eating and drinking are
allowed but please put your rubbish in the bins and return
the furniture to the correct location on leaving.

ZONE 3 – SECOND FLOOR – There are three study rooms with lap-tops on this floor.
STUDY ROOMS
These spaces are for silent individual study (Whilst
students are able to drink, these are food-free zones
(including at break and lunchtime). Each room has an
allocated number of study spaces – if a room is full please
use another room. The study space should be left tidy when
you leave.
ZONE 4 – THIRD FLOOR – These study rooms are for silent individual study. There
STUDY ROOMS
are four study rooms with lap-tops. Whilst students are
able to drink, these are food-free zones (including at
break and lunchtime). Each room has an allocated number
of study spaces – if a room is full please use another room.
The study space should be left tidy when you leave.

These guidelines for the use of the Sixth Form Centre were created following a
process of consultation with all students in Key Stage 5. The main purpose of the
Sixth Form Centre is to provide a study base for Key Stage 5 students only. It also
acts as a social hub for the Sixth Form as well as housing the Key Stage 5 pastoral
team offices, a meeting room and a teaching space.
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Each floor of the building is a different zone with the main idea being that as you
move up the building the spaces become more focused on individual, silent study.
The building is Wi-Fi enabled so students are able to use their own devices but
should respect the expectations for each zone outlined below.
To work successfully, these guidelines must be respected by everyone using the
building, staff and students. If students and staff use any of the zones in the
building, then we are agreeing to the following expectations for the use of each
zone.
In addition to these study spaces, Key Stage 5 have access to the Academy Library.
Many subject areas have their own allocated spaces for individual study. There are
signs in each study room explaining how the room should be used but please ask
the Key Stage 5 team if you require further explanation.
Remember: the choice about how you want to work during each of your study
lessons is yours but choose the appropriate zone to match your choice.
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ATTENDANCE
Attendance plays a vital role in student success in the Sixth Form. Your chances of
attaining at least your target grades will be affected by attendance below 95%.
It is important that you maximise your attendance and show commitment to
pastoral events such as assemblies and presentations by staff and external
guests.
We shall apply the following standards to your attendance:
98%+ = excellent attendance
95%+ = good attendance
90%+ = satisfactory attendance
Below 90% = unsatisfactory attendance

Monitoring attendance
The KS5 Support team monitors all students’ attendance and as part of the
mentoring process form tutors shall regularly discuss attendance. It is your
responsibility to ensure that their attendance record is accurate. Your parents will
be advised to sign up for the Astrea Parent App which will provide them with details
of your attendance.

Registration
All Year 12 students are expected to register with their tutor during am registration
which commences promptly at 8.45am. As the academic year progresses, students
with exemplary attendance and attitude to learning will be rewarded with
additional privileges which will be explained as the year progresses.

Teacher absence
In the event of teacher absence either your teacher or the department will email
work for the lesson to you. You must sign in for the lesson using the Vericool
system. Each department will outline their expectations for these lessons which
could, for example, mean that students are expected to work during the lesson
in the room where the lesson usually takes place.
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Biometric registration
The Biometric registration system is used for two purposes: fire safety so that we
know who is on site and to make sure attendance records are accurate.
You would use the biometric system in the following circumstances:
• If you have any reason to leave the site during the school day, you must use
system to sign out and in.
• Arriving later in the day
• Cover lessons
• Study periods
Make sure that you select the correct reason for signing in/out. If the reason is
known about before the day such as a medical appointment or driving test then you
must have completed a ‘Sixth Form Absence Request Form’ in advance (available
from Mrs Emanuel or Mrs Walton). Using the system does not replace this
requirement but is in addition to it.
Study Periods
If you study three subjects you will be allocated four study periods per week. You
must use the system to register for each of these periods but you may then go and
work in a room of your choice. The upper floors of the Sixth Form Centre provide a
silent environment in which you may study during these periods. If you fail to register
regularly for your study periods, you will be asked to attend compulsory study
periods with a member of the KS5 team. If you do not register for your Study
lessons, this will appear as an absence on your attendance and will affect your
overall attendance figure.
Illness during the day
If you become ill during the day you must speak to first aid or to Mrs Walton before
you sign yourself out. This is so that we can assess that you are well enough to
travel home on your own. Please note that this must be done during the correct hour
for the lesson or Study Period in order for the mark to register.
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How we categorise attendance and absences
In our dealings with attendance and absence, the Sixth Form has attempted to
model the practices of the work place wherever possible. We believe that students
should act with due consideration to teaching staff if they know that they will be
absent. Within the Sixth Form we have three categories of absence.
i.
ii.
iii.

Absence authorised in advance.
Unexpected absence.
Unauthorised absence.

Category 1 - Absence authorised in advance
The following are examples of absences can be authorised but should be
avoided/rearranged if possible. They include:
 medical appointments that cannot be arranged outside of school/college
hours, e.g. specialist appointments;
 an occasional need to look after a family member for whom you have
caring responsibilities;
 observance of a religious holiday (maximum three per year);
 attendance/visit to a university either to attend an open day or for an
interview;
 a career-related interview;
 work experience that is an integral part of your studies;
 participating in a significant extracurricular activity such as drama, music,
sport or volunteering, whether in or out of the Sixth Form;
 other unavoidable reasons including a driving test or funeral.
For absences that are known about in advance, students must complete a Sixth
Form ‘Request for Absence’ form and you may need to provide evidence to
support your request for absence. Requests for absence must be submitted at least
two days in advance. Forms are available from the Admin office and the Sixth
Form Centre.
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Category 2- Unexpected absence
All students are required to provide proof of the following upon returning to the
Sixth Form as a reason/explanation for absence:
 personal sickness or injury;
 an emergency situation involving a family member or another person for
whom you have caring responsibilities;
 severe disruption to your mode of transport;
 other emergency situation.
For any unexpected absences that are to be authorised by the Sixth Form, the
following expectations apply. The Sixth Form should receive notification of the
reason for their absence on the day or upon return to Sixth Form at their earliest
opportunity.

We ask that your parents notify us with the reason for your absence. You must
contact your subject teachers for any work missed.
For unexpected absences, please contact Mrs Walton, KS5 Student Support Officer,
on 01480 223373.
You can also contact the Sixth Form via email at info@astreasixthformstneots.org
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Category 3- Unauthorised
The following absences shall be categorised as unauthorised;
 driving lessons;
 shopping;
 formal exclusion;
 holidays taken in term time;
 hair appointments;
 concerts;
 birthday outings;
 paid work; or
 or any other event which could be reasonably avoided.
If student absence is unauthorised, this will be investigated in line with Sixth Form
Stepped Interventions procedures, outlined elsewhere in the Handbook.

Attendance monitoring and examination entry in Year 13
As noted above, tutors and the Key Stage 5 Support team shall monitor attendance
weekly and we will discuss any concerns about attendance initially with you and
then with parents if there is an ongoing concern. It is your responsibility to ensure
that the register reflects your attendance at lessons and registrations.
If your aggregate attendance is 90% or below (measured at the spring half-term
in February/March of Year 13), we reserve to right to ask you to pay for your
examination entries. Each student’s circumstances shall be reviewed on an individual
basis.
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Part-time work
Part-time work can be a positive experience offering a valuable opportunity to
gain new skills, earn money and demonstrate independence. However, students
need to strike a balance between their schoolwork, leisure activities and paid work.
In line with other Sixth Form providers we require students to comply with the
following rules:
 Paid work must not take place during the school day.
 Students must work no more than 8 hours of paid work per week. Additional
hours are acceptable during holidays.
 Students should inform the Sixth Form if their employer is pressurising them to
work more than 8 hours. The Sixth Form team is willing to communicate with
employers about the impact of excessive paid work.
 Students must prioritise their KS5 exams and be willing to cut back on paid
employment hours when important internal and external exams are
scheduled.
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Sixth Form Absence Request Form
Please complete this form for planned absences. (Return this form, completed
on both sides at least two days before the requested absence date(s), to Mrs
Emanuel, the Key Stage 5 Support Officer.)

First name:…………………………………………………...
Surname:……………………………………………………..
Tutor group:…………………………………………………
Tel (home)………………………………………….…Mobile………………………………………

Absence from (date): ………………………………..… To (date):……….……….……………….
Reason for absence request (Please state reason specifically): Evidence may be requested to support your
Absence Request. Please note that all holiday needs to be booked in advance but is given a G code on the register,
meaning it is a known absence but it is not authorised.
Details of Authorised and Unauthorised absences can be found in the Sixth Form Handbook

Student signature……………………………………………. Date:…………………………………
Key Stage 5 support team decision for attendance register:

Authorised:

Code:

Unauthorised:

Code:

Comment (if appropriate):

Signature: ………………………………………….. (Key Stage 5) Date………………………
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To the student:
You must obtain the signature of all staff who will be affected by the requested absence.
To Staff:
Please initial/sign in the appropriate column to show that you are aware of the request for absence. You or
the student should record details of the work to be completed as a result of the absence. If you feel the absence
requested will have a detrimental effect on the student’s progress, please also comment below.
SUBJECT

DETAILS OF WORK TO BE COMPLETED STAFF SIGNATURE
AND TEACHER COMMENTS

FORM TUTOR SIGNATURE:

Student: Please return this form to Key Stage 5 – either direct to Mrs Emanuel or in the Key Stage 5 Pigeon
Hole in Admin.
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SIXTH FORM GUIDE TO USING EMAILS
It is very important that you regularly check your school emails as the Key Stage 5
team and subject teachers use emails as an essential method of communication with
you. We recommend that you check your inbox at least once during the school day.
With a Smartphone it is easy to set up a link so that you can see when you have a
new message.
“I haven’t checked my emails” or “I didn’t see that email” are not acceptable
excuses. If you encounter any problems with your email account, you should inform
Mrs Walton as soon as possible.
You will receive lots of information via email, including on Fridays a diary for the
next week. But you will also want to use emails to contact your teachers. There are
a few things to remember:
 Email is a formal method of communication and as soon as you have sent it you
have created a physical record of a conversation that cannot be undone and
can be misinterpreted. For this reason it is important to be polite and choose
your words carefully. Think about how you would speak to a member of staff
when you write an email; you are not texting a friend!
 Think about the salutation. Don’t just say ‘Hi Miss’ or even ‘Hi Mrs’ – use the
teacher’s full name.
 You need to sign off the email properly with something like ‘Kind Regards’ or
‘Many thanks’ and then your name.
 Remember teachers are very busy so you need to be polite and specific in your
emails. It helps to show what you have done already to try and solve the
problem and this also shows your teacher that you are working independently.
 Teachers will be checking their emails during school hours 8:30 am - 3:30 pm.
You need to allow teachers a reasonable time period to reply to your email.
An email sent at 11:00 pm in the evening will not be read until the next day.
 Many times it is more helpful and productive to have a conversation with your
tutor, your teacher or one of the Key Stage 5 team rather than sending an
email.
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Example emails:
Missed lesson emails
If you miss a lesson you should email a teacher to find out what you need to catch
up before the next lesson. (Please note you still need to contact the absence number
separately).

Asking for advice and guidance

25

Copying in other members of staff
It is always polite to explain why you have sent the email copied to someone else.
Remember that emailing with someone in the cc address line is like calling someone
over to listen in on your conversation.
Final tips
 Never write an email when you are annoyed.
 Read your email back to yourself to see if it can be misread.
 If you want to discuss a controversial or sensitive issue it might be more
productive to send an email to arrange a time to meet and discuss the issue
face to face.
 When you have sent an email make sure you check your emails regularly to
see if there is a reply.
 Teachers do not have as many study periods as you and you can only expect
them to check email during working hours so allow sufficient time for teachers
to reply to you.

Weekly Diary
Mrs Emanuel will send out a weekly diary to all Sixth Form students, please look out
for this email and familiarize yourself with when your year assemblies are and
whether you have an enrichment session scheduled that week.
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ADDITONAL INFORMATION
WHAT TO DO WHEN THE FIRE ALARM SOUNDS
If the fire alarm in the Sixth Form Centre sounds, we ask that all students in the Sixth
Form Centre immediately vacate the block and assemble on the grass outside by
the trees to be registered by your tutors.
All tutors groups line up in Year groups alphabetically. There is an assembly point
diagram on every floor but members of the KS5 will assist you if required.
It is, therefore, vital that you sign out on the Vericool Biometric system if you leave
site during the school day.
Trees
JSH
AAK
JCP
GES
CJS

Bus Bays

JSS
CLW
ORW
SCW
Trees
RSC
MLH
AHH
DVK
CMK
PRS
CLS
MXT
STW
Trees

Sixth Form Centre
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Main Access Road

MPS

LOST PROPERTY
All items of lost property that are found in the Sixth Form Centre are normally
handed in to the KS5 offices on the second floor. Mrs Walton keeps a box of lost
property in her office, so do check there as a first port of call. Lost property mislaid
in the main Academy building is kept in the KS4 Offices.
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DRESS CODE FOR SIXTH FORM STUDENTS
Identity lanyard
You will be issued with a personalised identity lanyard at the beginning of Year
12. As part of the Astrea Safeguarding Policy, all Sixth Form students must wear
their lanyard whilst on site. If you forget your lanyard you can collect a temporary
one from either Mrs Emanuel or Mrs Walton. There is a replacement cost for lost
lanyards.
Dress Code
Whilst it is recognised that students opt to return into the Sixth Form of their own
choice, it is also vital that everyone agrees to adhere to some simple codes of
conduct and dress that are developed in the broadest interests of students and staff.
The Academy would like to remind students in the Sixth Form on the need to dress
in smart casual clothes. Dress should be neat, tidy and comfortable as befits the
workplace as if for an office or business environment. You are working in a learning
environment and your choice of clothes must reflect this.
The following are not permitted:
 torn jeans;
 revealing tee shirts and/or tops;
 hot pants and shorts (knee length shorts are permitted)
 mini skirts;
 Tee shirts or other shirts with inappropriate logos (swear words).
 hats (such as baseball caps) and gloves inside the Academy buildings
 flip flops
 Leggings (unless worn with a tunic type top)
If a student’s dress is seen/viewed as being inappropriate, he/she may asked to
go home and change.
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16-19 BURSARY SCHEME
This is a government run scheme. The 16 to 19 Bursary Fund supports the most
financially disadvantaged 16- to 19-year-olds and those young people who most
need help with the costs of staying in education. There are 2 types of 16 to 19
bursaries:




a vulnerable bursary of up to £1,200 a year for young people in one of the
defined vulnerable groups.
discretionary bursaries that institutions award to meet individual needs. For
example, transport, meals, books and equipment.

Educational institutions are responsible for managing both types of bursary. If you
would like further information or an application form please speak to Mrs
Emanuel, the Key Stage 5 Inclusion and Wellbeing Officer, and she will be able
to advise you.
More information can also be found on the Government website: www. gov.uk

PARKING YOUR CAR AT SCHOOL
You are permitted to park your car at school, and we advise that you have
completed the ‘Driver IQ’ online programme before completing a parking permit
application form. When you have submitted your application form to Mrs Walton,
you will be given a permit that you will need to display in your car whilst you are
on site. You will be expected to follow the safety expectations on site, otherwise
your permit will be withdrawn. Driving lessons must not be booked during lesson
times.
We also ask that you do not park on the yellow boxed area outside the Sixth Form
Centre as this should be kept free for emergency access at all times.
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Application for Students to park on site
Student Name:

Form

MOTOR VEHICLE
Registration
number

Make

Model

Colour

OTHER DETAILS ABOUT THE VEHICLE

TERMS

I confirm that the above vehicle is up to date with both MOT and insurance.
I also understand that permission to park my vehicle on site may be withdrawn if
my driving does not meet safety expectations which includes the following:
1) Parking in approved bays only.
2) Adhering to the 10mph speed limit at all times on site.
3) Showing due care and attention to pedestrians on site.
I agree to display the Sixth Form parking permit in my car at all times whilst I am
parked on site.

Signature

Date
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Academic expectations
The vast majority of the “behavioural” issues that appear in the Sixth Form are
concerns about the amount of academic progress that a student is making such as;
failure to complete home learning/prep tasks/consistent underperformance in unit
tests/coming unprepared for lessons etc.
Our approach is best termed “stepped interventions” and it has 4 levels:
Level 1 – conversation with student/ possible p6 to outline concerns; Staff involved
- subject teacher or form tutor.
Level 2- period 6 study to catch up on work/show renewed commitment to a course;
Staff involved - subject teacher and Head of Department. Parents informed.
Level 3 – Involvement from Head of Year which will include contact with
parents/carers following referral from Subject Leader.
Level 4 – formal meeting between Director of Sixth Form, parents and student to
set up a rapid improvement plan, that would usually last for 2 weeks. A review of
progress towards these targets will take place at the end of the process.
In the rare instance where a student fails to meet the targets set at a Level 4 meeting,
this will be seen as Gross misconduct – as per our Behaviour policy.
Transition from Year 12 -13
Studying at this level is a considerable commitment and the Sixth Form has a duty
to advise students if they are unlikely to be able to achieve a good qualification in
their chosen course. In order for a student to be recommended for transfer from
Year 12 into Year 13, the usual expectation is that performance in any
examination/assessment at the end of Year 12 will be within or above a student’s
L3VA grade window. Such assessments/examinations may include:
 Public modular examinations; currently Health and Social Care, Criminology,
Btec Business, Btec Sport
 Astrea Sixth Form St Neots Internal examinations
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If a student performs poorly in these assessments, but has a good record of progress,
attendance and commitment to studies previously in the year, then there will usually
be an agreement reached to continue into Year 13 after resitting any relevant
assessments.
Students who have performed below their L3VA target window and who have also
been previously challenged over poor academic standards will meet with the Head
of Year 12 and Director of Sixth Form to consider the suitability of continuing into
Year 13. The Sixth Form will provide support and guidance on alternatives that
might better suit the student’s aptitude and further education, employment or
training preferences.
Transition from Level 2 courses to Level 3 courses
We regard the successful completion of the Access programme to be achieving a
minimum of Grade 4/Merit (as appropriate in all subjects taken.) Failure to do so
would signal that Level 3 study may not be appropriate.
Fitness to study
Joining the Sixth Form
Students are encouraged to disclose any physical or mental health needs as part
of their application and enrolment process. This will in no way prejudice the offer
of a place, but will make it easier to arrange any necessary meetings to ensure a
smooth transition process into Astrea Sixth Form St Neots.
We also have a duty of care under our “safeguarding” responsibilities to raise
concerns if a student has serious mental health difficulties that we feel are having a
significant impact on their wellbeing.
Mental or physical health, attendance and academic progress
We understand that there are sometimes factors outside of a student’s control that
can make it more difficult to make the academic progress that would normally be
expected. For physical illness or injury that is likely to extend beyond 5 school days,
or that is responsible for a total of more than 10 school days in any academic year
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(thereby taking a student’s maximum attendances to 95%), we would hold a
parental meeting that confirmation from a medical professional, such as a doctor,
is provided. This will help us to work most effectively with examination boards for
example, in order to support a student who was unable to sit some aspect of their
formal assessment.
Mental health and wellbeing is very important to us and that is why we have a
trained Student Wellbeing and Inclusion Officer, Mrs J Emanuel. Therefore, we
encourage students’ to work with their tutor in the first instance to see if they can
help with a referral to Mrs Emanuel (students can self-refer too). We approach
mental and physical illness on an equitable basis and therefore would require
confirmation from a medical professional, such as a doctor if a student’s mental
health is a significant and persistent barrier to academic progress. As above, for
mental health issues that are likely to extend beyond 5 school days, or that are
responsible for a total of more than 10 school days in any academic year, we
would expect to hold a parental meeting to look at the forms of support that are
available, both within the Sixth Form and from other organisations.
Studying with us
We will always look to provide support for students with either a pre-existing
condition or one that develops during their time with us. We have access to a range
of support both internally and outside of the Sixth Form and students are made
aware of the nature of this support during their induction process.
However, it is important to be clear about the support that can be reasonably
expected in an educational setting and the limits to the individual support that we
are able to provide. If a student is unable to keep up with the work required then
there comes a point when catching up is not viable and the Sixth Form will consider
offering the student the opportunity to repeat the year. The exact expectations
around attendance and next steps will depend upon individual circumstances;
where necessary, the Head of Year and Director of Sixth Form will provide support
and guidance on alternatives that might better suit the student’s aptitude and further
education, employment or training preferences.
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Behaviour policy
General conduct
Our expectations for students and staff at Astrea Sixth Form St Neots are contained
in the learning contract that must be signed within 2 weeks of starting courses with
us and is available on our website. This covers the positive behaviours that we
expect from all members of the Sixth Form Community and this means that the
majority of interactions between members of the Sixth Form community are pleasant,
purposeful and based on mutual respect. However, there are a number of activities
that are not welcome within the learning community:
Serious misconduct
Serious misconduct includes, but is not limited to:
 Disrupting the learning of others
 Acts of verbal aggression towards either students or staff including, but not
limited to , the use of profanities (“swearing”)
 Deliberate and repeated failure to visibly wear a Sixth Form-issued lanyard
and ID photograph
 Cheating and/or plagiarism in internal examinations, coursework or other
assessment
 Acts of vandalism or negligence towards Sixth Form or Longsands Academy
property
 Smoking (including e-cigarettes/vaping) anywhere on the school site or in
sight of younger members of Longsands Academy
 Persistent failure to attend key learning activities including but not limited to,
lessons, assemblies, tutor meetings and presentations by external speakers
Gross misconduct
Gross misconduct is the most severe category of behaviour/action and it may lead
to the student being asked to leave the Sixth Form. It includes, but is not restricted
to:
 A second case of serious misconduct
 Continuing to disrupt the learning of others
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 Continued failure to follow Academic instructions. This will often mean falling
to meet the targets set at a Level 4 meeting (see Academic expectations
policy)
 Repeated or substantial acts of vandalism or negligence towards Sixth Form
or Longsands Academy property
 Theft of Sixth Form or Longsands Academy property or the property of
members of staff or other students
 Possession of/use of controlled substances including but not limited to alcohol,
controlled (illegal)substances
 Bullying/harassment of other students or members of staff on any grounds
 Serious misuse of IT facilities, including social media, particularly if such use
brings the Sixth Form or any of its learning partners into disrepute
 Continued failure to attend key learning activities including but not limited to,
lessons, assemblies, tutor meetings and presentations by external speakers
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Section 2:
Stepping up to the
Sixth Form
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Succeeding in your Sixth Form studies
Starting courses in the Sixth Form is a major step up from GCSE. The biggest change
is the level of independent learning that you need to engage in to ensure success in
the final exams. The information covered in class is the first step of many that you
will need to take in order to succeed. You must organize your work and actively
learn the material, the exam structure and the correct style for answering questions
in each subject. Then you need to practice over and over again.
Coursework subjects require careful thought, planning and drafting of your work.
When you hand in a piece of work it should never be the first draft. You must review,
edit and improve the work several times to make sure it reaches the best level you
are capable of.
The key aspect of success for any Sixth Form subject is working independently and
taking responsibility for your learning.
Taking responsibility
1. Attend all of your lessons and study periods: students who miss the most lessons
usually get the worst grades.
2. Put your Sixth Form studies first: if you put learning to drive, part-time work,
socialising, sport, and hobbies before your Sixth Form studies, then it is likely
that your grades will be lower.
3. Learn independently: the learning that happens during lessons with your
teachers is a small fraction of the active learning that you need to complete
every week in order to prepare for your exams.
4. Put the time in: KS5 subjects require high effort throughout the whole course.
GCSEs are relatively easy compared to KS5 qualifications. To make good
progress you must get into the habit of spending a minimum of 6 hours per
week (2 hours per subject) revising and practicing the material for your exams
or improving your coursework.
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Examples of independent learning
 You could read subject specific magazine and newspaper articles and watch
relevant TV programmes.
 A wider understanding of the world is incredibly useful during sixth form study
which can be developed through watching the news and reading a
newspaper regularly.
 In the Sixth Form, having read, made notes from, and checked your
understanding of the text book is an essential part of the learning process.
 After each lesson, revise the information before you go to the next lesson. A
key part of this revision is learning the key terms and language used in your
subject. Knowing the language is part of becoming an expert in that subject.
 As you review the different texts and images in your subjects, remember to
‘think’ about what they might have meant to the person who created them,
and what they mean to you.

Note: Please refer to the 50 Hour Challenge booklet for more advice in the Appendix.
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Student Experience of starting the Sixth Form
This is the biggest academic step up that most students will face. Our focus for the
first term is about making this transition work. The following advice from current
Year 13 students might provide some insight into what to expect and how best to
cope.
“Don’t be surprised to find the level of detail you need to know in some subjects is
much more than GCSE.”
“If you miss a day you have to catch up the work. Teachers expect you to be much
more independent and mature.”
“The exams are longer and the essays you have to write are longer. In my subjects
there are fewer ‘easy’ short mark answers than there were at GCSE.”
“The teachers are much more flexible and willing to help particularly if you show
commitment to the subject.”
“There is a heavier workload than GCSE so do the work when you get it. Don’t
leave it until the weekend.”
“Find out where you study best and allocate more study time there.”
“Make sure you get a good balance of work and rest.”
“Use the study periods!”
“The sixth form has felt like I am a part of a community. Ask for help if you need
it!”
“I found that deadlines really are deadlines in Year 12 so draw up a work schedule.”
“Expect to do work at home. Your study periods are not enough to get everything
done properly.”
“The notes you make are for your use only so make sure write them how you find
most helpful.”
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Student experience from the end of the journey
The following was written by a student at Astrea Sixth Form St. Neots at the end of her A-level
studies:

“Working independently does not mean working in isolation or without any support,
it means building on knowledge that is taught in the classroom to enhance your final
grade in the summer exams. As a motivated student I believe that working
independently is one of the most important skills that is needed within the Sixth form.
Not only does it build up your knowledge to a further level, it makes you feel more
prepared for the summer exams, as you have put in the work throughout the whole
year not just cramming it all in at the end. It makes you feel organised, less stressed
and allows you to enjoy the satisfaction of learning new things is a relaxed way.
Although teachers teach the main content within classrooms which helps you
understand topics, this isn’t enough for you to reach the highest grade. I found that
the work effort also needs to come from you, this includes extra essays, extra
research and practice exam questions. Although effort is needed throughout the
year, I was in a much better position than those who just made notes from a
PowerPoint and within a couple of weeks before the summer exams looked through
them. I found that organising my notes throughout the year into mind maps,
PowerPoints, flashcards and posters made it a lot easier to revise efficiently for the
summer exams.
I also found that working independently allows you to realise what you need further
help on from teachers, this will then allow you to fully understand topics instead of
knowing the basics. Once I had realised what my weaknesses were and solved them,
I felt more confident to contribute in lessons rather than letting everyone else do the
work, therefore I think that learning independently does not only help you in the
final exams and make you feel more confident within particular subjects, it will help
you build up the independent skills needed for university and future careers.”
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MORE THAN 5 LESSONS A DAY – MAKING A POSITIVE
CONTRIBUTION
At Astrea Sixth Form St Neots all students are expected to play an active role
outside their courses. We are very proud of the vast range of opportunities we
offer for our students.
Enjoyment at KS5 is much more than just academic success. These two years are the
chance to gain new experiences and strengthen your CV.
YEAR 12
Astrea Sixth Form St Neots offers a comprehensive package of Advice and
Guidance to support you. All Year 12 students are expected to fully participate in
this programme.
Assemblies and presentations
Throughout the year internal and external speakers will offer advice and guidance
on topics such as Safe Driving, CV writing, Personal Statements and/or preparing
for post 18 destinations.
Pathways and Progression Programme:
In your tutor groups you will work through a programme designed to support you
with your studies and to plan for your next steps after Sixth Form. Areas covered
by this programme will include:
 ‘Stepping Up to the Sixth Form.
 Effective study habits
 The A Level Mindset/ VESPA
 Future Pathways
Stretch and Challenge
Each department will offer stretch and challenge opportunities in their subject. As
well as the opportunity to study for the Extended Project, students are offered a
range of opportunities outside the Sixth Form.
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Making a Positive Contribution
All Sixth Form students are encouraged to contribute to the wider life of the Sixth
Form and the community by volunteering their time and skills, this can be done by
taking advantage of the Enrichment opportunities available alongside their
academic studies. Further details will be provided when students start with at the
Sixth Form but they include:
 Year 13 Summer Ball committee to support a charity of the students’ own
choice. For 2018-19, fundraising was in aid of MIND.
 Wear it Pink and Christmas Jumper appeals
 Membership of the Student Council
 Rotary Quiz
 Preparing and running a Sixth Form Quiz
 Reader Leaders
 Young Enterprise
 Maths mentors
 Community Service
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STEPPED INTERVENTIONS
In order to secure the best possible outcomes for our students, we monitor progress
and try to put strategies in place where required to enable students’ smooth
transition through the Sixth Form.
Some students who may struggle with their academic studies, who do not put in the
work needed or have a poor attitude will find themselves on the “Stepped
Interventions” process. The full details of this policy are contained in the appendix.
STEP 1
A conversation with student to outline concerns and a possible p6 (additional
afterschool study session); Staff involved - subject teacher or form tutor.
STEP 2
The subject teacher will record on SIMS if their concern has not been resolved. This
will normally result in a student being asked by the KS5 team to attend a lesson 6
session after school in the Sixth Form Centre especially if the student has failed to
submit work. This will ensure that the outstanding work is completed. Some lesson 6
sessions are also held within departments.
Subject teachers will speak to the student about the ongoing concern and contact
home were applicable. Staff involved - subject teacher and Head of Department.
STEP 3
The KS5 team becomes fully involved and the issue is referred to the Head of Year
who will meet with the student to discuss the situation. Contact with parents/carers
will also happen at the stage.
STEP 4
A formal parental meeting is called between the Director of Sixth Form, the student
and parents to set up a rapid improvement plan that would usually last for 2 weeks.
A review of progress towards these targets will take place at the end of the process.
A student can also be added onto the Stepped Interventions programme for
attendance concerns.
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PREPARING FOR EXAMS
Most Sixth Form students will sit between 9 and 12 external exams at the end of
their two-year courses. A minority of students will have one or two external exams
during year 12 and the remainder at the end of the course. All students will sit
internal mock examinations following Easter in Year 12 and also in January of Year
13.
No matter how many exams you have, Sixth Form exams are very different from
GCSE exams. The amount of information you will be tested on at A-level is many
times greater than at GCSE.
Some students will admit that they only started revising effectively during the last
few weeks before their GCSE exams, and, a handful of students know that they
only spent a few days revising for their GCSEs.
Leaving it to the last minute will not work with Sixth Form study because there is just
too much to learn. You will need to adopt a more mature approach to your learning.
You should think about including the following:
1.
Create a timetable to help plan your learning from the start of your
course. 1-2 hours of revision per week from the first September can make a
huge difference to your grade.
2.
Start as early as you can, don’t leave the hard work of ‘learning’ until
the end of the course.
3.
Space your learning out and keep returning to the completed topics
throughout the rest of the course.
4.
Make notes from in your own words and make sure you learn all of the
key terms.
5.
Use the revision sessions run by your teachers and departments.
6.
Use ALL of your study periods to revise and practice the material.
If you would like more detailed revision advice there is a guide called ‘Revision
Techniques that Work’ available on the Sixth Form website. The link is
https://www.astreasixthformstneots.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Revisiontechniques-that-work-v8.pdf
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TRANSITION TO YEAR 13 FROM YEAR 12:
The majority of Year 12 students successfully make the transition into Year 13 to
complete their courses.
From September 2016, students who have successfully completed the Access Course
(increasing their APS) may choose to begin a level 3 course, completing a further
two years in the Sixth Form.
For Level 3 students studying A level, BTEC and Vocational courses, the transition to
Year 13 will be dependent on the following key conditions:
 The successful completion of Year 12 meeting expectations for Attitude to
Learning, Attendance and Making a Positive Contribution. (These expectations
are outlined elsewhere in this Handbook).
 There is evidence, through internal and external examinations at the end of
Year 12, that you are on track, as a minimum expectation, to achieve a grade
within your Level 3 Value Added* predicated grade window.
Students who have not met these conditions will meet with the Head of Year 12 and
the Head of Sixth Form to discuss if the transition can be made as well as exploring
alternative options. Parents/carers will be invited to this meeting where a transition
support package will be put in place which will include re-sitting Year 12 internal
exams, identifying additional support offered by subject areas and planning a
programme of study to be completed for the start of Year 13.
There may be some special circumstances which affect a student’s ability to
successfully complete Year 12 and each student will be treated on a case by case
basis. It is important that if you are experiencing any issues that you seek support
and advice from your form tutor or one of the Key Stage 5 team.
Success in Year 12 (as you will have read elsewhere in this Handbook) for all
students is dependent on excellent Attitude to Learning assessments, maximum
attendance at lessons and all Sixth Form events and activities: to become an
Independent Learner.
*This refers to data produced by the government based on students’ achievement at GCSE.
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EXAM BOARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS
Accounting A Level
Exam Board – AQA
Biology A Level
Exam Board – AQA
Specification – A Level in Biology
BTEC Level 3 National in Business
Exam Board – Edexcel/Pearson
Specification – BTEC Level 3 Extended Certificate (1 A Level equivalent)
BTEC Level 3 Diploma (2 A Levels equivalent)
BTEC Level 3 Sport
Exam Board – Edexcel
Specification – Edexcel BTEC Sport Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma (1 A Level equivalent – 2 years)
Edexcel BTEC Sport (Development, Coaching & Fitness) Level 3 Diploma (2 A Level equivalent - 2 years)
Business Studies A Level
Exam Board – AQA
Chemistry A Level
Exam Board – AQA
Classical Civilisation A Level
Exam Board – OCR
Computing
Exam Board – Edexcel/Pearson
Specification – Level 3 National Diploma in Computing for Creative Industries
Core Maths
Exam Board – AQA
Specification - Level 3 Mathematical Studies (AS Equivalent)
Criminology
Exam Board – WJEC
Specification – Level 3 Applied Diploma
Economics A Level
Exam Board – AQA
English Literature A Level
Exam Board – AQA
Film Studies A Level
Exam Board – WJEC
Fine Art A Level
Exam Board – OCR
Further Mathematics A Level
Exam Board – OCR
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Geography A Level
Exam Board – OCR
Government and Politics A Level
Exam Board – Edexcel
Health and Social Care (Applied) AS/A2
Exam Board – OCR
Specification – BTEC Extended Certificate
History Route 1 A Level
Exam Board – AQA
Mathematics A Level
Exam Board – OCR
Specification – Mathematics S
Media Studies A Level
Exam Board – WJEC
Music Technology A Level
Exam Board – Edexcel
Photography A Level
Exam Board – OCR
Physical Education A Level
Exam Board – OCR
Physics A Level
Exam Board – OCR
Psychology A Level
Exam Board – AQA
Sociology A Level
Exam Board – AQA
Travel & Tourism
Exam Board – NCFE
Specification – BTEC Level 2 Certificate in Travel & Tourism
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Section 3:
Post Sixth Form pathways

Introduction
All students will be issued with a Unifrog account to enable them to explore the
full range of options available to them after their time at Astrea Sixth Form St
Neots.
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A GUIDE TO WRITING A
PERSONAL STATEMENT
“Consider the personal statement as an ‘electronic
interview’

UNIVERSITY

EMPLOYMENT
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GAP YEAR

A QUICK GUIDE TO ORGANISING YOUR
PERSONAL STATEMENT
Your personal statement should broadly follow this
structure:
The course and why you chose it.
Your academic record - in particular your interests beyond
your subjects.
Your personal qualities and extra-curricular activities and
achievements.
The future? What will you do with your degree?

Remember: Your personal statement is a
chance to present yourself and provide
information not on your application form
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“There are many more academically excellent students than there are
places available… so we have to make fine distinctions between
candidates on the basis of information presented in the personal
statement.’ University Admissions Tutor

INTRODUCTION:
At this stage of your school career it is useful for all students to produce a Personal Statement and CV.
Obviously; these can be used if you are applying for any sort of employment, including part-time jobs.
Sending a professional looking CV and a Personal Statement will create a positive impression with
prospective employers. If you are seeking employment you can send a Personal Statement and CV to
companies, even though you may not have seen a specific job advertised.
For all students intending to apply for Further Education after 18 it is essential that you produce a
Personal Statement. As applications for University courses are now completed on-line, there is a word
limit for your Personal Statement which is 4,000 characters (this includes spaces) or 47 lines of text
(this includes blank lines). (That’s about 500 words!) Writing your statement in Word is essential as
this will allow you to count what you have written. It is best to write your statement initially, and then
edit it afterwards. If you are using your statement to gain employment there is no word limit but your
statement, in this case, should not really be longer than one side of A4.
There is a great deal of advice and information on the Internet about writing a personal statement but
the best place to start is on the UCAS web-site.
www.ucas.com/ucas/undergraduate/apply-track/writing-person-statement
You will find a lot of information here, some of which has been used in this booklet.
SOME USEFUL KEY DATES
6th September – Completed applications can be submitted
15th October – Deadline for applications to Oxford, Cambridge and most courses in medicine,
dentistry and veterinary medicine
31st October – Astrea Sixth Form St Neots internal deadline for UCAS applications to be submitted to
school for checking.

DOING YOUR RESEARCH
Whether you are applying to University or you are intending to seek employment or a gap year, it is
very important that you research thoroughly before making any decisions. Here are a few suggestions
about where you might begin your research:
Websites:
 http://www.ucas.ac.uk– this is a comprehensive website which offers so much more than just
information about applications.
 http://www.unistats.com– this site enables you to compare courses and universities. It has
lots of student feedback about the courses and colleges.
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All universities and colleges have their own web-sites.
www.direct.gov.uk/studentfinance - the site to research tuition fees, student loans and all
the financial implications of further education.
The ‘Heap University Degree Course Offers’ and the UCAS ‘Big Guide’ are two catalogues we
keep in College which give guidelines about course requirements in terms of subject
requirements and entry grades. We also have online access to HEAP.
www.whatuni.com Compare University and degree courses, rankings, reviews, details and
University profiles.
The Student Room also has lots of advice and guidance.

Have you thought about voluntary work in your chosen field? Have you thought about work
experience?

UCAS Tariff points explained
UCAS Tariff points are used by some universities and colleges to set their entry requirements and to
make offers. Currently, one third of courses in the UCAS search tool have a Tariff entry requirement.
Instead of asking for grades, a university might express the offer as a number of points. To help
understand how many points a qualification is worth, UCAS has a Tariff calculator that you can use.
For courses starting from September 2017, a new Tariff will be in place. The new Tariff provides a fair
and more transparent process of allocating Tariff points across a wider range of qualifications.
What the new points mean to you


The new UCAS Tariff points should not have any impact on your decisions about qualification
choices at school or college, or your preparation for or application to a higher education
course.



You'll still need to achieve the same A level, Scottish Advanced Highers, Scottish Highers, or
BTEC grades (or grades in any other qualification you're taking) to meet the higher education
course entry requirements.



All qualifications that are currently on the UCAS Tariff will continue to be allocated points
under the new system.



The new Tariff is based on a different approach, using a qualification’s size and grades to
calculate total Tariff points.



The numbers are much lower, for example an A level grade A* gets 56 points under the new
Tariff, in comparison to 140 under the current Tariff.



The AS level is now worth 40% of an A level – this is more accurate according to qualification
regulators.



2017 entry courses advertised in the UCAS search tool from May 2016 will refer to the new
UCAS Tariff points only. Approximately one third of courses on UCAS search currently refer
to Tariff points. It is anticipated a number of courses will refer to the new Tariff from
September 2017 onwards.
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Example of a UCAS Tariff table
This table shows the new Tariff points for some popular qualifications.

Extended
Project
Qualification

AS level

A level

New
Tariff
points

BTEC
Extended
Diploma

168

D*D*D*

160

D*D*D

152

D*DD

144

DDD

128

DDM

112

DMM

104

A

DD

80

MMP

DM

64

MPP

MM

A

48

B

40

C

32

D

D*
PPP

D

PP

M
D*

24

D

A

C

B

D

C

12

D

10

20
E

16

P

8
E

MP

28

B

E

BTEC
Certificate

D*D
MMM

56

BTEC
Subsidiary
Diploma

D*D*

96

A*

A*

BTEC
Diploma

M

P

6
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Dos and don'ts
Dos and don'ts when constructing your personal statement
Do create a list of your ideas before attempting to write the real thing.
Do expect to produce several drafts before being totally happy.
Do ask people you trust for their feedback.
Do check university and college prospectuses, websites and Entry Profiles, as they usually tell you the
criteria and qualities that they want their students to demonstrate.
Do use your best English and don't let spelling and grammatical errors spoil your statement.
Do be enthusiastic - if you show your interest in the course, it may help you get a place.
Do write your own statement. Universities and colleges will check for plagiarism. They put all personal
statements through a similarity detection test!
Don't feel that you need to use elaborate language. If you try too hard to impress with long words that
you are not confident using, the focus of your writing may be lost.
Don't say too much about things that are not relevant - if you think that you are starting to, take a break
and come back to your statement when you feel more focused.
Don't lie - if you exaggerate you may get caught out at interview when asked to elaborate on an
interesting achievement.
Don't rely on a spellchecker as it will not pick up everything - proof read as many times as possible.
Don't leave it to the last minute - your statement will seem rushed and important information could be
left out.
Don't expect to be able to write your personal statement whilst watching TV or surfing the internet- this
is your future, so make the most of the opportunity to succeed.
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What to include
Below are some suggestions of what to include in your personal statement. These are guidelines only so
don't worry if some of the suggestions do not apply to you. Remember if you are writing a personal
statement for a University application 75% should be focused on why you want to study your chosen
course.










why you have chosen the course(s) - this is particularly important when you're applying for a
subject that you have not studied before
the reasons why that subject area interests you
evidence that you understand what is required to study the course, eg if applying for
psychology courses, show that you know how scientific the subject is
how your current or previous studies relate to the course(s) that you have chosen
any activities that demonstrate your interest in the course(s)
why you want to go to university or college
details of jobs, placements, work experience or voluntary work, particularly if it's relevant to
your chosen course(s)
hobbies, interests and social activities that demonstrate your skills and abilities
details of non-accredited skills and achievement which you have gained through activities such
as: Young Enterprise.

Notes:
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Getting started with your personal statement
Before you start to write your personal statement, it is important that you brainstorm ideas about
the information you could include. You can then use this as a starting point for your plan and first
draft.

Here are some prompts to get you started:
Why have you chosen the course?

What interests you about this subject area?:

How have you A level courses supported your course choice?:

What have you done outside lessons to show your enjoyment/interest in the course?:

Do you know what career path you want to follow? Give details:

How does the course tie in with your chosen career?:
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Personal Achievements and Responsibilities. Add details, where relevant, which you could
include in your statement. These might include: have you been a member of the Student Voice
committee, have you been involved in mentoring younger students, have you been involved in
Sports or Dance Leaders, Young Enterprise, Duke of Edinburgh, have you organised any events?
This is where you might include details of enrichment activities…

Extra-curricular activities: Try to relate these to your course choice. Have these activities
enabled you to develop particular skills relevant to your choice of course:









Do you play a musical instrument?
Do you play any sports
Have you represented the Sixth Form or other organisation in a sport?
Have you represented the Sixth Form in any other way?
Have you been involved in drama productions/charity or volunteer work?
Do you have any other hobbies?
Have you been on any relevant visits/work experience (recently)
Anything else? Part-time work

Super-curricular activities:





Have you been on any courses outside of school which link to your area of study?
What wider reading and study have you completed beyond the specification?
Have you any work-experience which directly links to your choice of subject?
Have you been on any trips or visits (school-based and independently) which link to your
subject choice?
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KEY TERMS
The following advice should help you write a personal statement which is easy to read and is professionally
written. Read the following advice to help you connect your sentences and paragraphs together as well as
help you vary the language you use in the Personal Statement. This is a list of words/phrases which can be
used to connect and develop your ideas in your Personal Statement.
 IN ADDITION
‘In addition to my work experience I have also gained valuable skills throughout my voluntary work.’
 AS WELL AS
‘As well as my involvement in team games I am also keen on playing individually competitive sport.’
 REINFORCE
‘My involvement in the school voluntary programme has reinforced my decision to study a degree in
Nursing.’
 STRENGTHEN
‘My decision to study a degree in Economics has been strengthened by my enjoyment and success in my ‘A’
level course.’
 FURTHERMORE
‘Furthermore, I am particularly suited to a degree in Chemistry because of my love of the subject and my
keen interest to further my knowledge of the subject.’
 BESIDES
‘Besides my involvement with sports I am also involved in amateur dramatics.’
 NOT TO MENTION
‘Being involved in the voluntary work programme, not to mentions my work experience, has provided an
opportunity to work with a diverse range of people.’
 MORE RECENTLY
‘Although I have taken part in classical music concerts, more recently I have decided to learn to play the
piano.’
 ENABLED ME
‘The opportunity to play in the school football team enabled me to work as part of a team.’
 PROVIDED ME
My part-time job provided me with an opportunity to develop my ICT skills.’
 OPPORTUNITY TO
‘The opportunity to work with people was provided by my involvement with Young Enterprise.’
ADVICE ABOUT USING ‘I’
Beginning many sentences with ‘I’ is very easy to do, especially when writing about yourself. Instead, try to
create varied sentences with a range of alternative stating points.
DO NOT WRITE
I am captain of the Hockey Team
I enjoy playing sport
I am studying A levels in
I enjoy socialising
I have taken part in
I have gained a number of skills

INSTEAD WRITE
Being Captain of the Hockey team
Having enjoyed playing football…
My A level subjects are
Socialising is important to me because
Taking part in..
The skills I have gained from
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Sample personal statement by a St Neots Sixth Form student with annotated advice and guidance (remember
this statement is the final version after several drafts.

Begin with a
memorable opening
sentence to engage the
Admissions Officer.
Your opening
paragraph should
demonstrate why you
want to study this
subject at degree level.
Please don’t say you
‘love’ the subject! This
statement must be your
best quality writing!
Briefly outline the skills
you have learnt from
your other subjects
and, if you can, relate
these to your degree
subject choice.
Move on to extracurricular activities, but
begin with those that
relate to your degree
course.
If appropriate you might
include details of
employment, focusing
on the skills you have
developed.
In a brief final
paragraph you should
comment on the future
and what you might do
with the degree you
plan to study.

Almost everything in the world can be related back to Mathematics in one way or another;
whether it is the unlikely probability of England winning the World Cup or the way in which
we are able to manufacture the unlikeliest designs for buildings. I used to enjoy maths for
the"incorrect/correct" style it had, but now it is the subtleties of the subject: the
unanswerable questions, the quest for an elegant solution that engages me the most.
Naturally, people would normally need something to spark an interest in doing maths at
degree level; for me this was studying two particular topics at A level. Firstly the
transformations of graphs in Core 3; finding out the distinct position of a graph simply by
looking at the equation. I enjoy this because of the way that we can establish the position
of curves without having to make any sketches, just by knowing the rules of transformation;
seeing how even the most complex function is a transformation of the simplest graph.
Another topic I find strangely interesting is trigonometry. I enjoy the varied links between
the Trig. identities. Also appreciating the many applications of trigonometry in real life
situation; trying to establish bearings and distances of things from each other, perhaps
boats across an ocean, but also being able to see what position they are in after a period
of strong wind perhaps using mechanics.
Obviously Maths plays a big part in the life I lead, however it is not the only subject that
has shaped the person that I am. Taking English Lit and Lang at A level, has also taught
me that there are all-manner of opinions surrounding one topic, depending on the
perspective. This course has enabled me to explore how language changes and to write
creatively. Similarly, in doing Economics, I have learnt, that all problems can be solved,
from international to local issues, using a very wide range of methods, making most
problems answerable.
Last year I took part in Maths mentoring for children aged 11-12, enabling my student and
me to go through any work he didn't understand; providing him with alternative methods to
do the work he had been set in class and as homework. This partly contributed to my
realisation that teaching is a profession I would enjoy. As well as participating in school
sport since year 7, I have completed sports related coaching courses: rugby, football and
sports leadership, all giving me the chance to organise and run sports tournaments and
sessions. Other extra-curriculum activities that I have taken part in include the Young
Enterprise scheme where I was the sales manager which cemented my ability to have close
contact with people making sales. Finally, I have recently taken part in the Cambridge
University Maths Challenge at my school where I earned a silver certificate for my efforts.
Being a keen cyclist, and particularly due to the etiquette expected on and off the track, I
know how to present myself in situations; both formal and informal. I am a member of the
St.Neots’ Cyclist Junior Committee and have recently been elected as President of the
Junior Section for the year 2010/11. Being on this committee, competing each week and
working part-time in a local shop has taught me many things, including responsibility,
honesty and organisational skills. These have also meant that I am in contact with people
on a regular basis giving me good people skills.
While I am open minded about my future after university, I am determined to study a maths
degree; highly enthused by the challenge of a tough university course. At present I wish to
become a secondary school maths teacher because of the hands-on, fun role I feel I could
bring to the students, helping them enjoy one of the hardest subjects to learn and
understand.

Finally….
Notice the style of this personal statement – the reader is convinced of the student’s enthusiasm
and interest in the subject they wish to study at University. The student has made an effort not to
start every sentence with I or to end up writing a list about what they have done. On average Admissions
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Tutors spend ten minutes reading each personal statement
so yours must impress them immediately and stand
out from the pile!

Your Application for 2020

a.
b.
c.
d.

Log on to www.ucas.com. Go to sign in/students/undergraduate 2020 apply/register
Click on register 2020.
The ‘buzzword’ this year is Andrews19 and is case sensitive.
You need to complete all the compulsory sections of the application. Apply offers additional help and
information. Please make a note of your username and password.

1. Personal Details
Make sure that you use capitals correctly and enter your details carefully. Use your proper legal name
that appears on your birth certificate. Think about the email address you supply and whether it is
appropriate. If you hold dual nationality make sure you use the correct details to study, as
universities and colleges use this to decide what tuition fees to charge.
2. Student support section
Fee code should be 02 UK, unless you do not require student finance. For student support
arrangements please select ‘Cambridgeshire’. Please check if you are entitled to NHS Bursary.
3. Choices
You should have considered your choices very carefully before entering them onto your application.
Check what points or grades the universities require and apply realistically, if you have any queries
please speak to your form tutor or a member of the KS5 team.
4. Education
Highest level of qualification should be ‘Below honours degree level qualifications’. If you have been
at Longsands since year 7, there is no need to enter the sixth form education as a separate date.
Qualifications; Please make sure that you enter
GCSE results
GCE Advanced Level/BTEC as pending
Take care to pick the correct subject choice, enter the correct grade and correct exam board. Please
also check that the correct certificated date is entered. All retakes should also be entered onto the
application, results as ‘pending’. Short courses, Applied subjects and BTEC need to be entered under
the correct choice.
Other qualifications such as Extended Project should also be added.
5. Personal statement
You should have spoken with your form tutor or a member of the KS5 team regarding your personal
statement. Please make sure that you are happy with it before adding it to your application
Sending your application
Once you have completed all parts of the application and are happy with it, complete the declaration
section and pay. The form will then be sent to Mrs Emanuel to check. If there are any errors the
form will be sent back to you to correct. (You will only be charged once)
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6. Reference
Your form tutor will provide your reference. They should know which courses you are applying for
from your mentoring sessions. Please make sure that you speak to them about the choices that you
have made and why. Mrs Emanuel will add your reference to your application before sending to
UCAS. You will be able to have a copy of your reference once the application has been sent off.
7. Predicted Grades
Mrs Emanuel will enter your predicted grades before sending to UCAS. If you have any concerns
about these you must speak with your subject teacher ASAP. Please complete a change of prediction
form if there are any changes to your predicted grades.

PLEASE SPEAK TO YOUR FORM TUTOR OR A MEMBER OF THE KS5 TEAM IF YOU NEED ANY HELP
WITH YOUR APPLICATION.
REMEMBER; COMPLETING YOUR APPLICATION FORM CORRECTLY WILL RESULT IN IT BEING SENT
TO UCAS SOONER!

Some Useful Websites
www.UCAS.com for information, videos, pdf resources
www.ucas.ac.uk/how-it-all-works/explore-your-options/events-and-open-days UACS Open Days search tool
www.ucas.tv for all UCAS videos gathered together in one place
www.unistats.direct.gov.uk for access to key information set (KIS) and National Student Survey (NSS) – this
site features a comparison tool so students can stand results side by side.
www.whatuni.com Compare the best University & degree courses for free - Degree course rankings,
university reviews, degree course details, and university profiles to help you decide which University to
choose.
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Section 4:
Student Wellbeing
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KS5 courses and coping with stress and anxiety
The pressure of studying for your KS5 courses can sometimes reach levels where
you feel that the stress and anxiety become unmanageable. People experience the
physical and mental effects of stressful situations when they feel that they cannot
cope with demands that are being placed on them. KS5 courses are very
demanding and at times even the most hard-working student can feel that their
course is placing too much of a burden on them.
If you feel that the pressure of KS5 study is affecting you in any way please do not
hesitate to come and have a chat (we can even provide a cup of tea and a biscuit).
There is a wide range of support that we can offer from within the KS5 team and
we also have contacts with various external support agencies who can offer help
and guidance.
Perhaps the most important advice is to be organised, to manage your time
effectively, and to ask for help as soon as you need it.

People you can ask for support:
Your Form Tutor
Your Head of Year: Dr Cullen or Mr Walker
Mrs Emanuel
Mrs Walton
Mr Taylor
Your Subject Teachers
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Websites with information about coping with anxiety and stress
Mind
The UK’s leading mental health charity. They provide advice and support for
anyone suffering from a mental health problem
https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/types-of-mental-healthproblems/stress/

Anxiety UK
A charity with a main focus on helping people with anxiety and other related
disorders. They work to relieve and support those living with anxiety.
https://www.anxietyuk.org.uk/

YoungMinds
A website based charity with a range of information and support for young people
suffering with mental health problems
https://youngminds.org.uk/
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Referral Agencies Information

Emotional wellbeing and mental health service
Referrals from professionals, parents/carers and from young people directly
http://chums.uk/cambs-referral-forms/ or call 0330 0581659
Counselling service
Self-referral or referral from a 3rd party i.e. GP, Teacher, Parent. Call 01733
373170 or email; counselling@theymca.org.uk
CASUS - Cambridgeshire Child and Adolescent Substance Use Service
CASUS
provide
information,
support
and
specialist
treatment
in Cambridgeshire, around drug and alcohol use, to young people under 18 and
their families. Young people can get in touch with us by phone, email or text, or ask
a parent / carer or other professional (e.g. their youth worker, teacher or social
worker) to contact us. T 01480 445316 E casus@cpft.nhs.uk

School Nursing Service
Referrals accepted from the school or young people can access support
through Chathealth 07480635443

CPFT NHS. This service is set up to help those aged 17 and over
who are suffering from mild to moderate depression and anxiety disorders
including generalised anxiety, social anxiety, post-traumatic stress, health
anxiety, panic, phobia or obsessive compulsive disorder. Self-refer on line
or Call 0300 300 0055.
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iCash Contraception
www.icash.nhs.uk /
0300 300 3030

and

Sexual

Health

Service

Kooth online counselling and emotional wellbeing platform:
Friendly online counsellors, self-help and community support.
www.kooth.com

Keep Your Head emotional and mental health
information and resources. This site brings together good, reliable
information on mental health and wellbeing for children and young people,
parents/carers, and professionals..
http://www.keep-your-head.com

Learn to meditate and live mindfully. Download the
Headspace app or sign up online to start meditating today.
www.headspace.com

Youthoria It’s all about YOUth
Website for 11–19 year olds in Cambridgeshire. Information on life, work,
learning, job and apprenticeship vacancies and mental health.
www.Youthoria.org
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Help and support for eating disorders.
Youthline 0808 801 0711 Open daily 3pm – 10pm

Cameo is a service for people aged 14-65 years old
who are experiencing symptoms of psychosis for the first time. You can
refer yourself, your family/friends can refer you, you can ask your GP/any
other supportive professional you see to refer you. T 01733 353250 E
cameonorth@cpft.nhs.uk

First Response Service
24-hour mental health crisis phone line.
Call 111, option 2

As a post-16 student, you can join the National Union of Students Schools Extra..
Membership provides many benefits including discounts for travel. Many shops and
restaurants, particularly in Cambridge, offer discount rates for students and the NUS
membership card can be used to prove that you are a student. Further details can be
found on the NUS website: https://www.nus.org.uk/en/nus-extra/
Application forms available in September.
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Section 5:
Appendices
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A LEVEL & BTEC Resources Information
The grid below gives an indication of potential costs for each course. Please wait until your courses are confirmed before purchasing any text books.
SUBJECT

BOOKS

COST

TRIPS

Sixth Form Trips and visits
ACCOUNTING A-LEVEL

COST

OPTIONAL

£25.00
Textbook
(1 for each of the 2 years)

£22.00 each

Chelsea / Bank of England visit
Accounting firm

£50.00
£35.00

AQA Student Book

£28.00 each year for
£38.00 for the 2 year book

Grassland Ecology fieldwork

£30.00

BUSINESS A LEVEL

AQA Textbook
(1 for each of the 2 years)

£20.00 (refundable deposit)

Chelsea / Bank of England visit
Revision conferences

£50.00
£30.00

Year 12 Trip to DisneyLand Paris
approx. £500

BUSINESS VOCATIONAL
(BTEC)

BTEC National Business
Student Book

£22.00

Bank of England visit
Revision conference (Finance)

£35.00
£30.00

Year 12 Trip to DisneyLand Paris
approx. £500

CHEMISTRY

Combined Yr 1/ 2 Textbook £42.00 (or £10.00
refundable deposit)

BIOLOGY

COMPUTING BTEC FOR
CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

Year 12 Trip to DisneyLand Paris
approx. £500

Textbook

£19.00

Core Maths Workbook

£5.00

CRIMINOLOGY

Textbook

£25.00

ENGLISH LITERATURE

Novel Set Texts For
Annotation

Max total £40.00

FILM STUDIES

Textbook

£33.00
£30.00

GEOGRAPHY

OCR Core textbook
(covers both years of the
course

Four days compulsory field trips:
1.One day trip to Wisbech
£10.00
2. Three day residential
£250.00 (approx.)
Cranedale field Centre Yorkshire

£7 per Revision Guide
2021 New York Approx. £1500
2020 Iceland Approx. £1100
Revision Conference £30 approx.

GEOLOGY

Textbook (covers both
years of the course)

£33.00

Compulsory: Y12: Isle of Arran
Y13: Dorset

2021 New York Approx. £1500
2020 Iceland Approx. £1100

HEALTH AND SOCIAL
CARE

Cambridge Level 3
Textbook

£25.00

CORE MATHS

Classwiz Calculator (fx-991-EX)
£18.95
£15.00 – 30.00 ticket
plus transport (approx.)
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£250 approx.
£120 approx.

Theatre Trips of relevant texts
A Level Conferences

A LEVEL & BTEC Resources Information
The grid below gives an indication of potential costs for each course. Please wait until your courses are confirmed before purchasing any text books.
BOOKS
COST
TRIPS
COST
OPTIONAL
SUBJECT
HISTORY
MATHS
FURTHER MATHS

Two Core Text Books
Year 13 Revision Book

£50 (£25.00 each)
£20.00

USA trip £1550
Trips to conferences £30.00

Textbooks

£20.00 for each course

CG-50 or Fx-991-EX Calculator £18.95

MEDIA STUDIES
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY

N/A
Study Guides

£16.54 each

OCR Textbook 1 and 2

£25.00 each

N/A
Revision Guides £15.00
Sports uniform: White Polo
Navy Blue Performance Polo
Navy Blue Tracksuit Bottoms
Navy Blue Shorts

PE A LEVEL

PSYCHOLOGY

Year 1 Textbook
Year 2 Textbook

£25.00
£30.00

PHYSICS

Combined Year1 and
Year 2 Textbook

£42.00

Trip to CERN Switzerland £500- £700
Revision guides & Maths workbook

POLITICS

Year 1 Textbook
Year 2 Textbooks

£25.00
£35.00

USA trip £1550
Houses of Parliament visit

OCR Textbook

£26.99

AQA Textbook

£25.00 each year

Textbook 1 & 2

£20.00 each

Contribution for folders/
sketchbooks/ printing

£10.00

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
SOCIOLOGY

Brain Day

tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc

Visit to Candle Conference
Cambridge

£30.00

£21.00

Sports uniform: White Polo
Navy Blue Performance Polo
Navy Blue Tracksuit Bottoms
Navy Blue Shorts

SPORT BTEC

VISUAL ARTS

Visual Arts New Designers
Gallery PHOTOGRAPHY Trip to
London
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£30.00

£35.50
£32.50

Amsterdam Trip £550

tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc

Level 2 Resources Information
The grid below gives an indication of potential costs for each course.
Please wait until your courses are confirmed before purchasing any text books.
Access Digital Media

SUBJECT

BOOKS

COST

TRIPS

COST

Digital Media

N/A

N/A

Sociology

N/A

N/A

Travel & Tourism

N/A

EXTRAS

Woburn Safari Park

£25.00

Access Sport

SUBJECT
Sport Btec

BOOKS

COST

Textbook 1 and 2

£20.00 each

TRIPS

COST

EXTRAS
Scholarship Clothing Pack £220
Gym Fees £35.00
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Admissions policy
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Admissions Policy
The admissions policy seeks to provide clarity about the following aspects of
becoming a member of Astrea Sixth Form St Neots;





Admissions timescale
Entry criteria (including rejecting applications)
Oversubscription
Withdrawal of courses

Admissions timescale
Applications are invited from applicants at any time up until the deadline which is
in the spring term -typically the Friday of the second week in February. Most
applicants have attended our Open Evening in October before applying.
Interviews will take place in February/March with initial offer letters out before
Easter. There is a transition day in July (9th July 2019) to aid students with their
subject choices followed by our enrolment day in early September following the
release of examination results.
Entry criteria
Astrea Sixth Form St Neots offers a mixture of A level and Vocational courses at
Level 3 and a Level 2 Access Programme. Entry is based on a mixture of Average
Points Score (APS) and subject specific requirements. Full details of these can be
found in our prospectus which is on our website.
Rejection of Applications will happen if students do not meet the published APS
and/or subject specific requirements to start a learning programme. Whilst prior
conduct/behaviour is rarely used as the sole basis for rejecting an application, this
will be discussed at interview and any student with a history of failing to follow
school rules will be encouraged to carefully consider their capability to adhere to
the student/sixth form agreement that must be signed in September. As part of the
application process, students will be offered a guidance interview, to check the
suitability of the application and to offer support with subject choices. All external
students (those not attending an Astrea Academy) must provide a written reference
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prior to the start of Year 12 courses. Failure to do so could delay entry to
Astrea Sixth Form St Neots.
Oversubscription
Oversubscription can occur in two ways;
 Within the year group as a whole ie. the effective learning capacity of the
Sixth Form has been reached. This is currently set at 300 per year of entry.
 Within individual subjects- the typical limit per class is 25 students, but some
subjects that require computer access or the use of specialist equipment will
have lower maximum class sizes than this; details of these subjects will be
discussed at the Sixth Form interview.

Resolving oversubscription:
Within the year group – should the entry number exceed 300 then the following
criteria will be used to determine precedence:
 Looked after Children (LAC)
 Students who attend either Longsands Academy or Ernulf Academy
 Students in other Astrea Academies in Cambridgeshire (Cottenham Village
College, St Ivo Academy)
 Students whose residence location would have qualified them for a place at
Ernulf or Longsands Academies but who were educated elsewhere for their
GCSE study
 Students who make an application from outside of Astrea Academies
 Students who are close to but do not meet the published entry criteria
Within specific subjects – should the class size limit be exceeded then the following
criteria will be used to determine precedence:
 Students who have chosen the oversubscribed subject at interview and who
have met the published entry criteria
 Students who did not choose the subject at interview, but who have the
published entry criteria
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 Students who have chosen the oversubscribed subject at interview but
who are very close to the published entry criteria
 Students who did not choose the subject at interview but who are very close
to the published entry criteria
Withdrawal of subjects
Whilst we pride ourselves on being able to offer a range of appropriate subjects,
there may be circumstances that mean that a subject must be withdrawn prior to the
start of the autumn term. Wherever possible, students and parents/carers will be
informed in good time to allow the re-choosing of options. Likely reasons for the
withdrawal of a subject may include:
 Low take up making it financially impractical to deliver the course.
 Staff movement, for example promotion, retirement etc - we will try to get
suitably qualified replacements, but this is not straightforward in some
specialist areas e.g Law.
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Academic expectations
The vast majority of the “behavioural” issues that appear in the Sixth Form are
concerns about the amount of academic progress that a student is making such as;
failure to complete home learning/prep tasks/consistent underperformance in unit
tests/coming unprepared for lessons etc.
Our approach is best termed “stepped interventions” and it has 4 levels:
Level 1 – conversation with student/ possible p6 to outline concerns; Staff involved
- subject teacher or form tutor.
Level 2- period 6 study to catch up on work/show renewed commitment to a course;
Staff involved - subject teacher and Head of Department. Parents informed.
Level 3 – Involvement from Head of Year which will include contact with
parents/carers following referral from Subject Leader.
Level 4 – formal meeting between Director of Sixth Form, parents and student to
set up a rapid improvement plan, that would usually last for 2 weeks. A review of
progress towards these targets will take place at the end of the process.
In the rare instance where a student fails to meet the targets set at a Level 4 meeting,
this will be seen as Gross misconduct – as per our Behaviour policy .
Transition from Year 12 -13
Studying at this level is a considerable commitment and the Sixth Form has a duty
to advise students if they are unlikely to be able to achieve a good qualification in
their chosen course. In order for a student to be recommended for transfer from
Year 12 into Year 13, the usual expectation is that performance in any
examination/assessment at the end of Year 12 will be within or above a student’s
L3VA grade window. Such assessments/examinations may include:
 Public modular examinations; currently Health and Social Care, Criminology,
Btec Business, Btec Sport
 Astrea Sixth Form St Neots Internal examinations
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If a student performs poorly in these assessments, but has a good record of progress,
attendance and commitment to studies previously in the year, then there will usually
be an agreement reached to continue into Year 13 after resitting any relevant
assessments.
Students who have performed below their L3VA target window and who have also
been previously challenged over poor academic standards will meet with the Head
of Year 12 and Director of Sixth Form to consider the suitability of continuing into
Year 13. The Sixth Form will provide support and guidance on alternatives that
might better suit the student’s aptitude and further education, employment or
training preferences.
Transition from Level 2 courses to Level 3 courses
We regard the successful completion of the Access programme to be achieving a
minimum of Grade 4/Merit (as appropriate in all subjects taken.) Failure to do so
would signal that Level 3 study may not be appropriate.

Fitness to study
Joining the Sixth Form
Students are encouraged to disclose any physical or mental health needs as part
of their application and enrolment process. This will in no way prejudice the offer
of a place, but will make it easier to arrange any necessary meetings to ensure a
smooth transition process into Astrea Sixth Form St Neots.
We also have a duty of care under our “safeguarding” responsibilities to raise
concerns if a student has serious mental health difficulties that we feel are having a
significant impact on their wellbeing.
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Mental or physical health, attendance and academic progress
We understand that there are sometimes factors outside of a student’s control that
can make it more difficult to make the academic progress that would normally be
expected. For physical illness or injury that is likely to extend beyond 5 school days,
or that is responsible for a total of more than 10 school days in any academic year
(thereby taking a student’s maximum attendances to 95%), we would hold a
parental meeting that confirmation from a medical professional, such as a doctor,
is provided. This will help us to work most effectively with examination boards for
example, in order to support a student who was unable to sit some aspect of their
formal assessment.
Mental health and wellbeing is very important to us and that is why we have a
trained Student Wellbeing and Inclusion Officer, Mrs J Emanuel. Therefore, we
encourage students’ to work with their tutor in the first instance to see if they can
help with a referral to Mrs Emanuel (students can self-refer too). We approach
mental and physical illness on an equitable basis and therefore would require
confirmation from a medical professional, such as a doctor if a student’s mental
health is a significant and persistent barrier to academic progress. As above, for
mental health issues that are likely to extend beyond 5 school days, or that are
responsible for a total of more than 10 school days in any academic year, we would
expect to hold a parental meeting to look at the forms of support that are available,
both within the Sixth Form and from other organisations.

Studying with us
We will always look to provide support for students with either a pre-existing
condition or one that develops during their time with us. We have access to a range
of support both internally and outside of the Sixth Form and students are made
aware of the nature of this support during their induction process.
However, it is important to be clear about the support that can be reasonably
expected in an educational setting and the limits to the individual support that we
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are able to provide. If a student is unable to keep up with the work required then
there comes a point when catching up is not viable and the Sixth Form will consider
offering the student the opportunity to repeat the year. The exact expectations
around attendance and next steps will depend upon individual circumstances; where
necessary, the Head of Year and Director of Sixth Form will provide support and
guidance on alternatives that might better suit the student’s aptitude and further
education, employment or training preferences.
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Behaviour policy
General conduct
Our expectations for students and staff at Astrea Sixth Form St Neots are contained
in the learning contract that must be signed within 2 weeks of starting courses with
us and is available on our website. This covers the positive behaviours that we
expect from all members of the Sixth Form Community and this means that the
majority of interactions between members of the Sixth Form community are pleasant,
purposeful and based on mutual respect. However, there are a number of activities
that are not welcome within the learning community:
Serious misconduct
Serious misconduct includes, but is not limited to:
 Disrupting the learning of others
 Acts of verbal aggression towards either students or staff including, but not
limited to , the use of profanities (“swearing”)
 Deliberate and repeated failure to visibly wear a Sixth Form-issued lanyard
and ID photograph
 Cheating and/or plagiarism in internal examinations, coursework or other
assessment
 Acts of vandalism or negligence towards Sixth Form or Longsands Academy
property
 Smoking (including e-cigarettes/vaping) anywhere on the school site or in sight
of younger members of Longsands Academy
 Persistent failure to attend key learning activities including but not limited to,
lessons, assemblies, tutor meetings and presentations by external speakers
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Gross misconduct
Gross misconduct is the most severe category of behaviour/action and it may lead
to the student being asked to leave the Sixth Form. It includes, but is not restricted
to:
 A second case of serious misconduct
 Continuing to disrupt the learning of others
 Continued failure to follow Academic instructions. This will often mean falling
to meet the targets set at a Level 4 meeting (see Academic expectations
policy)
 Repeated or substantial acts of vandalism or negligence towards Sixth Form
or Longsands Academy property
 Theft of Sixth Form or Longsands Academy property or the property of
members of staff or other students
 Possession of/use of controlled substances including but not limited to alcohol,
controlled (illegal)substances
 Bullying/harassment of other students or members of staff on any grounds
 Serious misuse of IT facilities, including social media, particularly if such use
brings the Sixth Form or any of its learning partners into disrepute
 Continued failure to attend key learning activities including but not limited to,
lessons, assemblies, tutor meetings and presentations by external speakers
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SIXTH FORM APPLICATION
FOR ADMISSION TO A
FULL-TIME COURSE
Family Name:

Gender:

Male/Female

First Names:
Home Address:

Date of Birth (DD MM YYYY)
Student Mobile number:
Email:

Post Code:
Career interest/ Post 18 plans

Home Telephone:
If English is not your first language, what is your first
language:

Secondary Schools Attended (Longsands/ Ernulf/ Other)

From

To

Please indicate your main learning provider :
Astrea Sixth Form St Neots

Astrea Sixth Form St Neots & St

Stageworks

Neots Football Club

Examinations (please list examinations you are taking and/or results of examinations in programmes of
study already completed) :
Exam
Subjects

Est

GCSE/BTEC Grade

Actual

Subjects (cont’d)

Grade

Exam

Est

GCSE/BTEC Grade

Actual
Grade

English Language
English Literature
Maths
History
Geography
Physics
Chemistry
Biology
A REFERENCE SHOULD BE ATTACHED TO THIS APPLICATION FORM if you did not attend Longsands or Ernulf
Academies

Please outline your reasons for applying to the Astrea Sixth Form: St Neots:

We are committed to helping our learners succeed and therefore wish to identify any support you may
need at an early stage. Please advise us of any specific learning needs you have which may affect your study
e.g. dyslexia, autism etc. Do you have a Statement of Special Education Need or an ECHP?
Please also indicate any disabilities or medical conditions that we may need to be aware of:

Applicant’s Signature
_________________________________________________________

Date: _______________________

Please sign to confirm your application

Parent/Carer Consent (for applicants under the age of 18)
I confirm the accuracy of the information detailed in this application and give my consent for this course
application.
Parent/Carer signature: _________________________________________

Date: _____________________

Name: (Dr/Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms)

Relationship to applicant:

____________________________________________

________________________________________

Address (if different from
application):

_________________________________________________________________

Daytime telephone:

Email:

_________________________________

__________________________________________________

The completed application form and any enquiries should be emailed either to info@astreasixthformstneots.org
or returned by post: Astrea Sixth Form St Neots, Longsands Road, St Neots PE19 1LQ

Prep: short for ‘preparation’.
Congratulations on completing your holiday prep tasks; by responding to these challenges you have already
experienced your changing role as a more independent learner and active participant in Year 12 lessons.
Prep between lessons has an enormous impact on your enjoyment of learning, your ability to engage with other
students and teachers, and your ability to make progress. The purpose of the 50 Hour Challenge is to support the
development of this essential study habit. Take this booklet to all lessons, record everything you do in your
study periods, after school and at home (you will find an example at the back of the booklet). Each week your
Tutor will review the previous week’s learning with you, and support you in development of the independent
study skills which are an essential part of effective transition in to the Sixth Form. You will refer to this booklet
during your Academic Review meeting in October/November.
You’ve heard a lot about ‘stepping up’ - you already know that learning in Year 12 is no longer a simple case of
attending the lesson and completing a 45 minute homework task as you did with GCSE lessons. You need to be
proactive rather than reactive. Lessons are the mid-section of the three part learning process outlined below –
without prep before and after each lesson you will not reach the level of understanding required to exceed your
minimum expected grades.
Stage 1 – Pre-lesson prep: Plan time* to think, read, research and consider your ideas and questions before the
lesson. The more prepared you are the more interesting and interactive the lessons will be. Many departments
offer ‘period 6 prep’ facilities to support the development of effective study habits. *Four hours per subject per
week is the minimum expectation however research suggests that those students who make the most progress
dedicate more than 20 hours per week to their independent learning (which is nearly 7 hours per subject per
week for those students studying three subjects).
Stage 2 – Involve yourself in the lesson: Contribute! Your teachers will expect you to contribute – contributions
can be questions as well as opinions. Did you know that people who vocalise their understanding do perform
much better when it comes to recording ideas in assessment and examination tasks? Like you everyone is
nervous to start with, but successful students tell us that preparing ideas in advance of the lesson builds
confidence levels. Recently a Year 12 focus group told us that ‘the lessons where everyone is prepared and gets
involved are the best’ (they also said ‘it’s really irritating when you know that you have worked really hard on
preparing your ideas if others haven’t!’).
Stage 3 – Consolidation of what you have learned…’prep’ for the next lesson: make time to read through the
day’s lesson content, and try to extend your learning independently (subject teachers and curriculum pages
provide help with this). As well as prep tasks set for the next lesson you can always ‘read around’ the subject
using materials in the library and on curriculum pages on the website. If you are unsure about anything, or would
simply benefit from some reassurance, talk to your teachers – they really mean it when they make this offer in
lessons!
Procedures for missed lessons: Poor attendance is the biggest cause of underperformance. On rare occasions
when your teacher is absent they will contact you and expect you to go to your usual classroom to complete the
work – please return the compliment: find out what you missed (many students find having an absence ‘buddy’
who collects materials, information and notes really helpful).
If missing the lesson is unavoidable, and unexpected, your teacher will expect an email saying why you were
away. If your buddy hasn't already collected your work and prep the teacher will email it back to you. Missing a
lesson doesn’t excuse you from completing the preparation needed for the next one!

